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NAT ZONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE YOR AERONAUTICS

AD+ANC3! RESTRICTED REPORT “-

EFFECT OF CHANGES 11? ASPECT RATIO, SIDE AIUM,

X’LICYHT-PATH AliGL33$AND NORMAL ACCELERATION

ON LATXRAL S!J!~BILITY

BY M. J. Bamber

Computations have been made to determine the effect
of changes iilwing aspect ratio, additional side area,
flight-path angle, ail~Lnormal acceleration on the relation
between the fin area. and the dihedral angle required for
spiral and for oscillatory lateral stability for a hypo-
thetical airplane of the pursuit or fighter categories.
The calculations, however, are applicable to any type of
airplane characterized by the parameters and the data em-
ployed, The results of the computations are prcsent(~d in
the form of diagrams of fin area plotted against dihedral
angl e showing the combinations of these variables for whiah
the airplane has both spiral and oscillatory stability,

The diagrams indicate that the effect of wing aspect
ratio on lateral stability is small. The increased cross-
wind force that accompanies an increase in, side area is
advantageous in that it makes less difficult the selection
of a fin area a,nd a dihedral angle that will give lateral
stability at high speed as well as at low speed. with flap
extended, The effects of flight path and normal acceleration
are such that airplanes, which are laterally stnble in level
flight, may become unstable in a glide or o. climb or when
subjected to normal acceleration,

INTRODUCTION

The results of investigations reported in references 1
and 2 show that the present-day trends ia airplane design
toward higher wing loadings and larger values of radii of
gyration in roll and yaw make the attaii~ment of lateral
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stability difficult~ if not-’impossible:’ It has become
important, therefore, to study in detail all factors that
affect the lateral stability of “the”airplane. The limits
of fin area and dihedral angle required for lateral stabil-
ity of an airplane as affected by variations in airplane
density, radii of gyration in roll and yaw, wing chord~
and. tnil length have previously been computed and presented
in reference 1.

The present report is a continuation of the work of
reference 1 and includes the effects on lateral stability
of changes in aspect ratioD side area! flight-path angle,
,tnd normal acceleration. !i?heresults are given in the form
of diagrams of dihedral angle against fin area for neutral
sp~re,l and oscillatory divergence.

AIRPLAN13 ?ARAMXTXRS

The airplane considered in the investigation was
assumed to have the following characteristics:
s~, 20”0 square

win~ area
feet; total weight W, 6000 pounds; wiilg

loading V?/s, 30 pounds p~r square foot; ratio of radius
of gyration in roll to wing span kx/b, 0.125; and ratio
of radius of gyration in yaw to wing span lcZ/b, 0.175.

The changes in the Naramcters studied are given in
the following table:

.—.-——

T p-1-n-- l)
i (ft)

.——
-+-

–+ —

Meail
value 9.? I 8 40

—-.— . +“–—-i——+———
Aspect 13.?2 I 4 28.28
ratio 6,86 116 56.57

I.——

Addition-

t

al side 9.7 8 40
area 9.7 8 40

—— —. .—
Ylight-
path 9.7 8 40
angle 9s7 8 40

Normal
accel- 9.? 8 40
eration 9.7 8 40

..

It/b .ta/b Sf

+ (d:g) g

0,400 ---- 0 0 1
-—

0.566 ---- 0 0 1
.283 ----- 0 0 1

0.400 0.2 0,06 0 1
.400 0.2 .12 0 1

(),40(3 G-&- () 20 1
.400 ---- 0 -20 1

0.400 ---- 0 0 2
.400 ---- 0 0 6
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where ,,..... .-, .,.< .... . ..—-..,. . .....------

P’ ratio of airplane desnity to air density com_puted
for standard air density at sea level (m/pSwb)

III airplane mass

P air density

s’; wing area

b wing span

A aspect ratio

Sf fin area

Sfa adtiitional side ar?a

tt/b ratio of distance from center of gravity of air-plane
to center of pressure of fin to b

la/b ratio of distance of ASfa ahead of center of
gravity to b

Y flight-path angle

i!! normal acceleration

For the computations, one parameter was varied at a
time while the others were kept at the mean value. These
mean values were the same values that were used for like
quantities in reference 1.

With regard to the variation of aspect ratio, the
changes in p and It/b result from the change in b
that accompanies the change in A. The wing loading and
the value of It are constant for all values of A. From
elementary considerations the ratio of changes in radii of
gyration to wing span in roll kX/b and in yaw kZ/b would

be expected to change with A; an examination of existing
data from present--day types of airplane, however, showed no
general tendency for these values to vary with A.

The additional sicle area ‘fa is used to represent an

increase in the cross-wind. force of an airplane over that of
the streamline fuselage for which the original data were
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obtained, ~or convenience, the additional side area Sfa

is divided into two parts: ASfas which is added ahead of

the center of gravity, and ASf, which is added to Sf ●

The value of A Sf is so chosen that it will exactly counter-
act the unstable yawing moment due to sideslip of Asfa ;

t!oa,tis, the weathercock stability of the airplane is not
affected by changes in Sf .

a

Because few data are available for some of the aero-
dynamic characteristics required, the lateral-stability
derivatives were computed from the dimensions and parameters
given, The contributions of each component of the airplane
are added to give the values for the complete airplane.

In the computation of the lateral-stability deriva-
tives, the changes in the aerodynamic characteristics due
to changes in the interference effects between the component
part of the airplane and the effect of changes in power are
assumed to be zero. Actually, for an airplane, some of these
effects may “be large, especially for conditions other than
straight level flight. Some of the interference effects
caused by wing location oil the variation of the derivatives
that depend upon sideslip are given in references 3 and 4.

It follows that the derivatives used in the calculations
may not represent the actual characteristics of the geometric
arrailgement assumed. The results, therefore, should be re-
garded as applicable to an airplane characterized by the
stability derivatives used rather than by a given geometric
arrangement.

The stability derivatives used and their variations
with the airplane par.ameter”s were computed by the following
relations, which are intended to inclu’de the effects of the
parameters and particularly the changes in fin area~ addi-
tional sido area, and dihedral angle. These relations are
the same as given in reference 1, modified for constant wing
area and with a term added to include additional side area.
The stability derivatives are the instantaneous rates of
change “of the aerodynamic coefficients with attitude or
angular velocity when the attitude angle or the angular v@-
locity is zero. For convenience, the partial derivatives
are written in the form
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where

Cl force or moment coefficient (rolling-moment coeffi-
cient in this” case)

9 angle of sideslip

P rolling velocity

r ‘yawing velocity

7 velocity of flight

The relation for the derivatives is

Cy = CY +C
D ‘P(%)

+ Cy
,8(fuselage) + cyp(sf+@ @(ASfa)

(Sf+ASf)
w-0~16+ () - 3.48 -—— -

ASfa
3.48

sw Sw
(1)

whe re

Cy force coefficient along y axis of airplane

B angle of sideslip, positive when the’ right wing is
into the wind, radians

and the subscripts indicate the contribution of the corre-
sponding part of the airplane to Cyp.

The Consta,nt 0,16 in Cy
P(fuselage)

was computed from

the relation given ill reference 1 for an aspect ratio of 8
and represents the condition for a constant ratio of wing
area tc fuselage size.

Although CYP(SW)
varies with dihedral (references 3,

5, 6, and 7) , this derivative has not been included because
it is counteracted, at least partly, by the derivative of the
s%de force due to rolling Gyp.
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The rate of change of normal force on the fin and
additional side- area with angle of sideslip, cy~(Sf+ASf)

and

(Sfi-ASf) and ASfa
Cyjj(sfa)’ is equal to -3.48 -3.48

sw Sw

in terms of the wing aroa~ The term sf/s~ is the ratio

O: fin a,iqeato wing area (a variable for this investigation)
and 3,,48 is the rate of change of normal-force coefficient
on the fin with sideslip angle @ for an effective aspect
ratio of 30 The value obtained with the fin used on the
model in reference 3 is about 3.48,

where

c, rolling-moment coefficient

C%(SW) = KIr

KI varies with aspect ratio; it is equal to -0,0175
for A = 1,6, -0,0141 for A = 8, and -0.0114
for A = 4. The values of ICI were obtained
from data given in reference 6 for a wing of a
2;1 taper ratio.

r effective dihedral angle of wing, degrees

Xffective dihedral angle is used throughout this report
as a fictitious angle that would give the wing the value of
c~p. Wing plan form and elevation, as well as large inter-
ference effects, contrib’~te various amounts of c@* (See
references 3, 5, and 7.)

The contr.ibu.tion of the fin to the value of C15 is
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where (~. )hi sin i is the aqsumed ratio ,to the wing
bb

span of the vertical distance of the center of pressure on
the fin above the center of gravity, The ValUe Of %

m
was

‘f -“

assumedto-ba the-distance from the -fuselage center Zinc to
the oenter of.pressure of the fin. Upon the assumption that
the distanoe from the top of the fuselage to the. center of
pressure of the fin varied with. the square root of the fin
area and by the use of data from reference 3. the relation
z
T = 0~025 + 0,23 ~(Sf+ASf)~ was obtai~ed and used for

all variations of the fin. The Value of it the angle of
fuselage center l’ine to the horizontal, was zero for all
cases when the lift coefficient CL was equal to ~.2~ Yor
other values of CL, the value of i depended upon bpth
CL and A~ The value of i fgr CL = 2.8 was the same

as for CL = 1.4. The increase in CL was obtained by

merely deflecting the flaps with no change in the angle of
attack. The term 3.48 (sf+ASf)/$~r was used in the ex.pres~
sion for Cy

p(Sf+ASf).

The contribution of the side area added ahead of the
center of gravity is

sin ‘\
‘) (3.48

which is similar to that of Sf + ASf except that th~ cen-
ter of pressure of As.f was assumed to be on the fuselage
oentcr line. a

onfj = cn~(fuselage) + Cn
B(sw) + cn@(Sf+ASf) + %ASfa)

-0,204= It
—+X2+7

a ( 3*48 -) “ +(”~’’”%$) ‘3)

where Cn is the yawing-moment coefficient.

A value of Ka of 0,009 was used for plain wings and of
0,030 when the flaps were deflected, V~lueS for Xa may
vavy qonside~ably with wing forms, (See references 5 and 7.)
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The value C =
‘8(fuselage

‘-0.204/A/”A” was ~.bt~ined
)“

from d~ta in refere~ce 3.. ‘“Th~ change from the expression

given in reference I .,wasneqessary because fOr this “i~-
vestigation the fuselage and the. wing area are constant.

..

The contribution of the fin ~.nd the side area to the
value Of en is the computed variation of the normal

and cy$(ASfa) “~force with ] on the fins Cy@(sf+Asf) . , ,’ ,

times the nondi~ensional lever arms it/3 and 2a/1, re-

spectively.

~tlhere the values of K3 (from reference 6) are ‘-0,’6for”

A = 16, -0.5 for A = 8,. and -()*4 for A = 4. The

values of
c~;(sf+ASf)

and cl are probabli’
p(fuselage)!.

very small as compared with ctp(wing )
and therefore have

,.

not been used.

Cn=c + (ln
P np(sv,) p(sf-t-~sf) ‘“Cnp(Asfa)

. . .. . . . .

:.. (5)

where i{~ varies with ,tiheaspect ratio and is (from rei7-

ere”nce 6) -0.089 for A = 15, -0.065 for A = 8, and

-().()~o for A = 4.

~~e expression for C.
.Qy(sf+dsf)’

that is,

,..

is the rate of change of the yawing moment with the rolling
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velocity, produced by assuming that the normal force on
the fin is proportional to the angle induced at the cen-

,. ter ..ofpress,ure,....ofthe ,f.in.by..t.herolling velocity; ac-
tually, the indticed angle is a, variable along the fin.

The expression for
cnp(ASfa) is the same as for

Cnp(Sf+A.Sf) with the center of ASf on the fuselage
a

center line.

cl = cl
r r(Sw) + ‘Zr(Sf+ASf) + cZr(ASfa)

(6)

where the value of 0.25 was obtained from data given in
and ctr(ASfa)reference 6, and the terms for

czr(sf+Asf)

are of the same form as for C
‘p(Sf+ASf)

and Cn
p(ASfa);

but , in this case, the angle is induced by the yawing ve-
locity and the values are probably more nearly repre-
sentative of the actual values of the derivative than the
values given for C and Cn ,

‘p(Sf+ASf) p\ASfa)-

cnr = c
‘r(fuselage) + cnr(Sw) + cnr(Sf+ASf) + cnr(ASfa)

2

0(

Asf
-2 $

Swa)
3.48 .— (7)

where KS (from reference 6) is -0.0113 for A = 16,
-0.02105 for A = 8, and ~0.03838 for A = 4. The con-
stant ‘e depends on the profile-drag coefficient of the
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wing (reference 6) and is assumed to be 0.003 for the plain
wing and. 00030 for the wing with flaps deflected. The”value

-0,0242/@ was computed from the relations. given in ref-
erence 1 for the fuselage. This form is used” in thepres-
ent investigation becauso the ratio of wing area to fuse-
lago size is constant and C

‘r(fuselage)
varies inversely

with span.

The expressions for
C%(sf+dsf) and cnr(ASfa) -

are the nondimensional form-s of the rate of change of yaw-
ing moment due to the fin with yawing velocity.

The %o-~nde.ries of neutral spiral and oscillatory sta-
%ility were computed by use of the Iatcral-stability equa-
tio~s from the th~ory of small oscillations as given in
refercnc~ 8. Lateral stability depends upon the values
and the al.gcbraic sign of the term E of the stability
eq-dati~yl :;.nd~outliis discri’minant . T!/henthe value of X
bec.oil.csnc~at:vs. the airplane becomes spirally unstable.
The latcl~i os(ji,il.:~t,io.nsincrease in amplituflc when the
valuo of lsouti:ts dlscrimina.nt bocomcs negative. Tne lim-
its of the st&bTLe region are therefore defined by the
values of r acd Sf/S,,, when E = O and Routh’s discrim-
in,arlt= 00

RESULTS AKD DISCUSSION

Tho results of tkis investigation are presented in the
form of di~.gi-~.i~]~,fi~ures 1 to 4, showing the variations
in the co:p,p~--io(l.boundaries of spiral and oscillatory sta-
bility with s:/;tv$ the ratio of fin ~rca to wing area,

and with 17, the effective dihedral angle. The values
of Sflsw w@ero L’nb is zero and 0.05 and the values of

~lB when 17 is 10° e.ro ind.ica,ted on the figures. The

we~thercock stability is neutral where Cn
$

is zero.
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The results, in general, indicate that the value of,.,
~“ l’cquired for s~iral stability increaseswith C~ and
sf/sw. The value of sf/sw requir8d for oscillatory sta-
bility decreases with r“ for se~eral degrees.and then
increases with continued increase in I_’. For some casqs
the di~gr,,ans do not. cover a sufficient range of I’ to
show the increase in sf/sw. T.hc rato of change ‘of sf/sw
with, ~ required for oscillatory stability incroase,s with
CL.

The’ stability boundarj.,>s for CL = 2.8 may appear’ to
be inconsistent with the other lift cocfficionts. The
differences, how~ver, ro,su~t from the change.s in CL ,
cn~ Y and CXl& produced by tho flaps and from the assumpt-

ion that the angle of attack is tho same as for the con-
dition with no flaps, that is, CL = 1.4.

33ffcct of changes in as~cct ratio on stability hound-
aries..- .I’o’rspiral st~bility,’ incr~a.sing A increasei
the minimum permissible value of r and decreases the al-
lowable value of, sf/sw. (See fig. 1.) For oscillatory

increasing A decreases the value ofstability,” sf’/sw

req-uired for the normal range of values of r,but for
very l~,rge values of r at”the high lift coefficients,
this e?fect may be reversed: The resu~ting effect of in-
creasing ~.spect ratio. on lateral stability is to reduce
slightly the required value of ?f/sw and to increase the
required value of ‘r.

EJ_ffect of changes in side area on stability bound-
,aries.- Aclding side area %a as assumed in this investi-

,.
gntion increases the dar~ping coefficients .C~6 and Cnr
~nd has no effect on the’ weathercock-stability coefficient

Increasing
c% “

S.f /’sw deer.eascs,the minimum permissi-
a

ble value of I’ for spiral stability and allows larger
values of sf/sw to be used”. (’Setifig. 2.) ,ITor oscilla-
tory stability,. incro&sing” Sfa/Sw”” reduces the “required

... ,’... ,.
Value of .,” ‘“sf/swq, , “ .,’,:,

The resulting ”,e,ffectof increasing Sf,a:/’Sw..is. to al-
,’

low much greater vari”a’tlons in the value of– Sf/Sw that
can be used. Another variation of side area has been re-
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ported in reference 1, that is, the case of changes in
tail lerigth. Increasing the tail length through the nor-
mal range and decreasing sf/sw so that CnB remains

constant produces only minor changes in the “stability
boundaries. Decreasing sf/sw and increasing the tail

length increases” Cnr but decreases the side area and

therefore cyB . Adding the side, area increases loth cy~

and C It’-appears that, in crit~cal cases, it would
‘r”

be best to add side area as far from the center of grav-
ity as possible.,

Effect of chances in flight path on the stalility
bound~es.- A change in the flight path from a dive to a
climb greatly reduces the allowable range of Sf/Sw re-

quired for spiral stability. (See fig. 3.)

I?or the range of values of I’ normally used’, flight
path has very little effect on the oscillatory stability
boundaries. At the high lift coefficients and large val-
ucs Of r, chan~ing the flight path from a dive to a
climb slightly reduces the possibility of oscillatory in-
stability.

The resulting effect of changing the flight path is
tho,t ~,n airplane will have much less spiral stability and
may have sli~htly more oscillatory stability in a climb
than it will have in a dive. This result indicates that, “’
for satisfactory stability throughout the flight range,
~.n ,airplane should have more lateral stability than is in-
dicated by results for level flight.

,As Stated before, the computations do not include the
direct effects” of the propeller nor of the slipstream.
The larse change in power required between a glide and a
climbing condition is known to have a large effect on the
stability derivati.vos of some airplanes.

Effect_ of cha~es in normal acceleration on lateral
stabilit~.- Normal acceleration has no effect on the spi-
ral stability boundary, because it enters into the ~
term of the equations
(See rcferonce 8.)

of motion as a multiplying factor.
It increases the magnitude of the

value of E with respect to the other terms, however, and
the spiral motion will therefore be affected.
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Increasing the normal acceleration increases the
value of sf/sw required. and decreases the maximum value

of r allowable for oscillatory ~tability. (See fig. 4.)
. These .results indicate. tha,t anairplane which is normally
m stablo may be unsta%lo when subjected to fiormal accelera-

tions.
:

The computations were based on the assumption that
the airplane is in straight level flight and is subjected
tO m, continuous no~rmal acceleration= This flight condi-
tion is mphysic~l impossibility. It is believed, howovor,
tha,t theso flight conditions may ba approached for short

intervals during pull-ups, in banked turns~ and in gusts.

It”was thought that possibly, in practice, the period
of the unsta%lc motion .of tho airylane night be too long to
be of any particular importance bec~.use of tho short time
that the acceleration would exist. Accordingly, computa-
tions were made for tho motions in roll fl~ in sideslip
B, and in heading ~ with unit rolling moment and with
unit yawing moment , each applied independently with normal
.accclorations of lg and 6g. The motions we~e obtained by
solving the equations of r.otion. The ~.ssw.mod characteris-
tics of the airplane arc the sane C,S were used in obtain-
ing the stability boundaries. A vnluc for sf/sw of 0.05

,,n,nd R value for r of 6°.wns chosen for the coinputations
in order that the oscillatory notion would be stable for
~g ~xcc~lOration and ~nstable for ~g ~,ccOloration. (See
fig. 4(c).)

The resulting notions of the airplane are given in
figures 5 to 7. In figures 5 to 7 the inotions are given
as time ‘in seconds to obtain the angle of b,ank P, the
nnglc of sidesl”ip P, and the angular heading ~ in
radians for: unit n.pplicd rolling ~jor.]entor unit applied
yawing noncnt .

~he,r.lotions for 5g ~cceleration were com-puted for a
value of CL of 1.4. The notions were also computed for
lg acceleration at Values’of CL of 1.4 and 0.233 for
co~mparisons,.at th’o sane nttitudc ~.nd at the smne airspeed.
In crdcr to obtain ~.n accclcrat,ion of 6g, it is necessary
for this assuned Airplane to tra,vel at a speed cf 328.7
foot pcr second” as conpared. with 134.2 feet por second for
lg a.t a value of’ CL of 1.4.

~igur~s ‘5 and 6 show ltirgo oscillations in roll and
side slip within 3“ seconds for the condition with 6“g ac-
celeration although, in this sa.r~ctine interval, there is
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no evidence of oscillation with lg acceleration for the
same disturbance. These oscillations are likely tO GOn-
fuse the pilot as wellas to allow the airplane to at-
tain attitudes in ~vhich the aerodynamic characteristics
and the stalling characteristics are greatly different
from those in”the normal flight range.

General comnent~.- The results of this investiga-——
tion are intended to indicate general effects of changes
in certain airplane parameters and flight conditions and
arc not intended “to indicate the’ stability characteris-
tics of any particular airpl”a.ne. The general results of

the investigation may be summed up by pointing out the
factors that mako the” attainment of lateral stability more
critical anfl difficult, and tho conditions of flight in
which l,ator~al instability is.most likely to be encountered:

1., Small amounts of side area for equal values Of Cnp

2. A climbing attitude for spiral instability and a
div@ for oscil,ln,,toryinstability

3“. Any man~uvor in which the normal acceleration is
increased

Other factors, such as the type and degree of stability de-
sired and the choice. of aerodynamic characteristics used$
have a large effect on the interpretation of those results.

Although the type ~.nd the degree of stability that af-
fects the control and the riding qualities of the airplane
nre outsido the 5’COpC of this royort, some’ of the follow-
ing fnctors should be ment”ionod: It is normally consid-
~red tha,t, for satisfactory stalility characteristics , the

oscillo,tory motion should bc highly damped, that is, the
airplnnc should have a large amount of oscillatory stabil-

ity. This stability can be obtained by Proportioning the
effcctivc fin area and the effective dihedral angle in
order that their values$ when plottod on a diagram such as
figure 1 for a particular airplane, will be in a stablo
grea and WO1l ~,wa,y-from tho zero oscillatory stability
boundary of tho a,irplano. The distance from the boundary,
although a.n indication, is not a qufi,ntitativc m-easuro of
the ~.mount of damping. For good riding qualities in rough
~ir, the amount of spiral stability should be small; some
stability is considered desirable, particularly for flY-
ing conditions of poor visibility, although spiral insta-
bility is gcncr~lly considered to be preferable to a
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poorly damped oscillatory motion. The ’value of Cn
should be positive, %giving weathercock stability; t e value~
however~ is dependent upon ,tho.spiral and, oscillatory sta- .
bility requirements

,.
These concepts are further substanti-

ated by the experimental data of reference 9 3TIwhich are
reported the results of a free-flight-tunnel investigation
in which the, directional stability and dihedral w~re. varied
over a wide ra:ngeo In another free-flight:tunnel investi-
gation (reference lO) it was found that although lateral
stability was easier to obtain with larger values of tho
side-force derivative ~Yfl J the lateral control character-

i.sties were considerably fmpaired and in certain configura-
tions increasing CY~. fpve TOorer over-all lateral flying

characteristics . .

CONCLUSIONS

Fron the analysis. for spiral and oscillatory lateral
sta.hility in which a.ssuine~.data aro used .for changes in
certain airplane parameters, the following conclusions may
bo drawn: .’

1. An increaso in the ,aspect ratio o’f tiha wing of an
airplane roquiros a smaller fin area but makes little dif-
fer;ncc in the att,nini~ent of lateral stability.

7 Adding sicie are~ n.akcs, the attainment of lateral
st=.bi;~ty considerably less difficult.

3. An airplane is more likely to bc spirally unsta-
ble a.nclslightly loss likely to have oscillatory insta-
bility in a climbing n,ttitudo than in a gliding attitude.

4. Nornal accelerations n.re likely to. cause oscilla-
tory instability and the resulting notions mqy be confusing
to the.pilot.

.

Langley l~iemorialAeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Co,r.lr~ititee,for Aer~nautics,

Lailgley ‘Field, Vae
. ...,

.,.
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